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In the early twentieth century, domestic slavery was practiced throughout Morocco. Domestic slave labor sustained basic features of daily life in Fes, its then most powerful and populous city. For over a millennium household slaves were integral to the functioning of this dense and complex North African medina, famed for its concentration of religious and political authorities who lived and worked cheek by jowl beside the characters and activities of an international center of crafts production, trade and commerce. Centuries of
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wealthy and privileged Fasi notables made the medina emblematic throughout the region for the powerful families and luxurious homes they maintained. Domestic slave owners emulated and networked among each other and the extended administration of the monarchy (Dar Makhzan), using and exchanging slaves as social and political currency to validate and circulate their prestige. The gradual and extensive twentieth century social changes experienced within influential Fasi households and across widely dispersed Fasi families were deeply embedded with those occurring throughout Morocco.

During the French Protectorate over Morocco (1912–1956) the Moroccan elite continued to own and use domestic slaves, and the largest slave owner was the Dar Makhzan. Colonial policies and royal decrees proclaimed that slavery had ended, but these statements, such as a 1923 Protectorate Circular and several Moroccan Dahirs (decrees) of that era, were limited by design and remained unenforced. French authorities maintained a position of prohibiting the public sale of slaves while not interfering within Moroccan households. Ending the ongoing clandestine trade became no one’s priority, and slavery was redefined by administrators and slave owners as a “voluntary” condition. Yet despite durable realities and no meaningful official acknowledgement of
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